Abstract. In this paper we propose a new guess-and-determine attack on the self-shrinking generator (SSG), proposed by Meier and Staffelbach at Eurocrypt'94. The main idea of our attack consists in guessing some information about the internal bitstream of SSG, and expressing this information by a system of polynomial equations on the still unknown key bits. From a practical point of view, we show that using a SAT solver, such as MiniSAT, is the best way of solving this polynomial system. As a result, when the Hamming weight of the feedback polynomial (defining the LFSR in SSG) is at most 5, we obtain here a new efficient and practical attack against SSG, improving the method presented by Zhang and Feng at Asiacrypt'06. Our attack also provides the best known time/memory/data tradeoff against SSG.
Introduction
The self-shrinking generator (SSG) was proposed by W. Meier and O. Staffelbach at Eurocrypt'94 in [9] . It is a variant of the original Shrinking Generator proposed by Coppersmith, Krawczyk and Mansour in [7, 8] . This amazingly simple cipher, containing little more than a single LFSR, has up to now surprisingly well resisted all the known cryptographic attack techniques.
In [12] , Mihaljević proposes a cryptanalysis with minimal time complexity O(2 0.5n ), with data complexity also O(2 0.5n ). The amount of keystream is not realistic for large values of the key size n. An attack on SSG requiring very few keystream data (2.41n) is the BBD cryptanalysis proposed in [10] with time complexity O(2 0.656n ) and equivalent memory complexity O(2 0.656n ). The best tradeoff between time, memory and data complexity today is the Bin Zhang and Dengguo Feng guess-and-determine cryptanalysis of [11] . The time complexity of this attack varies from O(2 0.5n ) to O(2 0.666n ) and data complexity ranges from O(2 0.5n ) to O(n) accordingly. For example with a reasonable amount of keystream of O(2 0.161n ), it is possible with this attack to recover the key in time O(2 0.556n ).
In this paper we propose a new type of guess-and-determine attack on the self-shrinking generator. We guess some information and then write a system of polynomial equations over GF(2) that we solve by using the SAT solver algorithm MiniSAT. We describe a large family of attacks. Thus as the Zhang and Feng attack of [11] , our attack enables to handle with different conditions of attack and data requirements. Our simulation showed that for small Hamming weight feedback polynomial defining the LFSR, it is the best time/data/memory tradeoff for the SSG.
In Section 2, we briefly describe SAT solvers, the design of the SSG and the principle of our attack. In Section 3 we analyse previous work on this cipher. In Section 4, we describe a special case of our new attack, and in Section 5, we generalize the principle to a family of attacks. Finally in Section 6, we look for the best time/data tradeoff cryptanalysis.
Preliminaries

Sat Solvers
In cryptography the use of SAT solvers to solve polynomial systems over GF (2) has been recently introduced by Bard, Courtois and Jefferson in [1] . The method consists in converting the multivariate system into a conjunctive normal form satisfiability (CNF-SAT) problem, and then applying a SAT solver algorithm. It has been used in [3] to cryptanalyse the block cipher Keeloq and in [2] to analyse the reduced version Bivium of the stream cipher Trivium.
The other well-known methods to solve algebraic systems of equations over GF (2) are XL ( [4] ) and Gröbner bases algorithms like F4 and F5 ( [5, 6] ). Both are linear algebra based methods, their drawback is that they need to store big matrices during the computations and then require a huge amount of memory. Moreover it is unclear how much the sparsity of the initial system helps to reduce the running time of the solving.
SAT solvers behave in a completely different way. Most of them try to find more directly a solution to the system by recursively choosing a variable, first trying to assign it a value and then the other. The important parameters for SAT solvers are the number of clauses, the total length of all the clauses, and the number of variables.
In this paper we used the conversion from algebraic normal form to conjunctive normal form method described in [1] , and the SAT solver MiniSAT also proposed in [1] . This conversion method transforms linear equations in long CNF expressions made of long clauses. That is why the method works much better if the linear expressions are short, and, more generally, if the systems are sparse.
Trade-off between Guessing and Exploiting Information
In this Section, we specifically consider the case of stream ciphers based on one Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR), since the self-shrinking generator belongs to this category. However, the notions defined below can be extended to stream ciphers based on several LFSRs.
Let us suppose the state of the LFSR has length n. At each clock t, the LFSR outputs a bit s t . The bits s 0 , · · · , s n−1 are the bits of the initial state of the LFSR. Here we consider that the initial state of the LFSR is the n-bits key of the cipher. 
We prove in appendix A that the information rate is constant for the self-shrinking generator and that its value is The compression ratio η(m) is the average number of output bits which C produces on internal sequences of length m. Here the compression ratio is also a constant and η = α = For a stream cipher based on one LFSR with a constant information rate and a constant compression ratio, there is always a better attack than exhaustive search, by exploiting the leakage of information given by the keystream. For m keystream bits, this leakage is an amount of αm/η bits of information. The entropy of the guess to recover the m/η first internal sequence bits is then
Recovering the n key bits requires then a complexity O(2 (1−α)n ). This attack has been described in [9] and is explained in Section 3.1. One way to improve this attack is to decrease the amount of information we guess. In this case we cannot recover directly all the consecutive bits of the initial state of the LFSR, but only part of them. If we guess an amount of information h on the internal sequence per keystream bit, what we obtain is an amount of h + α/η per keystream bit. The ratio "guessed information"/"total information known per keystream" bit is then
where α η is a constant (here equal to 1). Therefore the smaller h gets, the smaller this ratio becomes. This means that when h decreases, the amount of "guessed information" staying the same, the obtained "total information" increases.
Decreasing the amount of information on the internal sequence we guess per keystream bit seems then to be a good strategy. It is the adopted strategy thoughout this paper. The greatest issue is following: once we have obtained enough information, how to exploit it to recover the key. This will be discussed in detail in this paper for the case of the self-shrinking generator.
Description of the Self-Shrinking Generator
The self-shrinking generator consists in one LFSR, and a shrinking component that uses a compression function C. Let K = (K 0 , · · · , K n−1 ) be a secret key, and let s 0 = K be the initial state of the LFSR. At each clock t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , the new state s t is computed as s t = L(s t−1 ), with L being the multivariate linear transformation corresponding to the connection polynomial of the LFSR. Therefore s t = L t (K 0 , · · · , K n−1 ), and every bit s t i of the state at time t can be written as a known linear combination of the key bits K 0 , · · · , K n−1 . Now we define the shrinking function. Let f be a function defined as follows : 
with the computation being done in the free monoid {0, 1} * (which means that we simply concatenate these strings of bits). The resulting compressed sequence C(z 0 z 1 · · · z r−1 ) has length at most r 2 . This length is hard to predict and depends on the number of pairs of consecutive bits such that f (z i , z i+1 ) = ε (i.e. z i = 0 and no bit is output).
Previous Work and Known attacks
The Meier and Staffelbach Attack
The attack described in [9] is the attack we refereed to in Section 2.2. It consists in guessing all the consecutive bits of the internal sequence s that are not revealed by the keystream. As odd bits and even bits have not the same role, we guess them by pairs. The probability for the first pair to be 00 is 1 4 , its probability to be 01 is 1 4 , and its probability to be 1e where e is the corresponding keystream bit is 1 2 . The same holds for the next pairs. The entropy of the information that has to be guessed by pair is:
The mean number of pairs corresponding to m keystream bits is 2m. Then the entropy of the information guessed per keystream bit is 3. If we guess it for m ones, the average number of trials to get the right value is 2 3m and the information we know has an entropy 4m. Then m must be about n 4 , and the complexity of the attack is 2 3 4 n , as announced in Section 2.2.
There are two ways of improving this attack. The first one consists in reducing the amount of information we guess, as we describe in Section 3.2. The second one consists in looking for the best case through the keystream, as we briefly describe in Section 3.3.
Improvement
It is easy to improve this attack by decreasing the amount of information we guess. Each bit x i of the pseudo-random sequence corresponds to two consecutive bits 1 and x i in the internal sequence s. Then it is possible, instead of guessing the values of all the bits of the internal sequence, to guess only the values of the subsequence s made of the even bits of s
It is equivalent to guessing the position of the pairs (1, x i ) in s. We show now that this decreases the amount of information we guess per bit. Let us suppose that x 0 = 1. The probability for the number of "0" to be k before the next "1" in s is 1 2 k+1 . Consequently the entropy for this information is
Let us suppose we get a sequence of m bits of keystream. The entropy for guessing the values of the corresponding internal sequence s (bits in even positions) is then 2m. Therefore we can guess all these values with an average about 2 2m guesses. We have seen that the i-th bit of the keystream is equal to the odd bit following the i-th even "1" of s. Once we get the positions of the "1"s in the internal bitstream, we know the values and positions of 2m + m = 3m bits on average. Therefore m must be about n 3 , assuming there is no redundancy in the information. How to exploit this information? Here it is very simple, as each internal sequence bit can be expressed as a linear expression of the key bits. We have then obtained a system of linear equations. The non-redundancy of the information obtained by our guess is expressed by the consistency of this linear system.
We observe that in this attack the ratio "information guessed"/"information obtained" is 
Mihaljević Attack
This attack is described in [12] . Let us consider again the subsequence s of the internal bitstream made of the even bits. When we know that The other tradeoff between the attack allowing the best complexity estimation and the attack described at Section 3.2 is studied in [11] . We will briefly describe it in Section 6.
We have seen in this Section that from the attack described at Section 3.1, two directions can be taken to cryptanalyse the cipher. The first one has been investigated by Mihaljević: it is a minentropy attack. The second has been sketched in Section 3.2 and will be investigated in a more refined way in the following Sections of this paper. It consists in decreasing the amount of information we guess. It seems that the best attack will consist in the best tradeoff with respect to both directions. We will study this tradeoff in Section 6.
Our First Attack
Our aim is to generalize the method described at Section 3.2. In this attack we guess some bit values and solve the system of linear equations by a Gaussian elimination when the system of linear equations has rank n.
To adopt a more general point of view on this attack, we can say that we exploit the information we have obtained when its amount is sufficient, i.e. when we have obtained n bits of information on the key (recall that the key is the initial state of the LFSR). In Section 3.2 we exploit this information by a linear algebra method. Each linear equation in the key bits represents one bit of information. Here the non-redundancy of the information obtained is guaranteed by the independence of the linear equations.
In the following, we keep this point of view. We guess some information on the internal sequence and directly compute the total amount of information we have obtained. The second step consists then in exploiting this information by completely describing it by a system of polynomial equations and solving this system with algebraic techniques.
Guessing Information
In the attack of Section 3.1, the amount of information that is guessed per keystream bit is 3. In the attack of Section 3.2, it is 2. What we want to do here is to further decrease this amount of guessed information per bit. Instead of guessing the positions of the "1"s of the subsequence s made of the even bits of the internal sequence, such as in the attack of Section 3.2, we guess the positions of one such bit out of 2.
Let us consider a sequence of keystream bits
Each of these bits x j correspond to a pair (1, x j ) in the internal bitstream s. Then we guess the positions of the corresponding pairs for
Thus for example the precise position of the pair corresponding to x i+1 is unknown but ranges between the position of the pair corresponding to x i and the position of the pair corresponding to x i+2 .
Let us define for this attack a "block" of internal sequence bits: each block contains two pairs beginning by 1 and the pairs beginning by "0" until the next "1" in the sequence. For example, if the internal sequence is : 01 10 00 01 10 00 10 00 · · · , the first block we find for this sequence is 10 00 01 10 00.
To know the position of one 1 out of two in s , it is enough to guess the size of consecutive blocks of s, i.e. to guess the number of pairs beginning by 0 in each block. The probability to have k pairs beginning by 0 in a block is the number of ways of distributing k bits among 2 places multiplied by . The probability is then here k+1 2 k+2 . The entropy of the information guessed by keystream bit is:
This information describes the fact that we know that the first even bit of the block is "1", and that the other even bits are all "0" but one. The total amount of information we know on this block comes from this information and from the fact that we know the values of the keystream bits corresponding to the even "1"s of the block, i.e. two bits of information. 
Exploiting the information
The next stage of the attack consists in exploiting the information we have obtained. This information cannot be expressed only by linear GF(2) relations any more. But as we will see now, it is possible to describe it by quadratic equations. To ease the understanding, we call "subblock" all the pairs of a block but the first one. What we have to describe for each block is:
1. The fact that the first and second bits of the block are known. This can still be described by linear relationships. 2. The fact that only one pair among the pairs of the subblock begins by "1". This information can be divided into two parts: -There is at most one "1" among the even bits of the subblock. This means that for each even bit of the subblock s i , if s j is another even bit of the subblock, we have:
This is equivalent to : s i s j = 0. Then this part of the information can be described by k 2 quadratic equations in the internal sequence bits. -There is at least one "1" among the even bits ot the subblock. This is described by a linear equation:
where the s i j are all the even bits of the subblock. 3. The fact that the bit of the pair beginning by "1" in the subblock is known. This is described by the fact that for each even bit s j of the subblock,
where e is the corresponding keystream bit. It can be translated by k+1 quadratic boolean equations:
As the composition of linear functions with quadratic equations is still quadratic, those equations can be written as quadratic equations in the key bits. We have then obtained a system of quadratic equations over the field GF(2), completely describing the key.
When the blocks are short, it is possible to find some other equations describing the information. We give a description of these equations for the general attack in appendix B. It is interesting to have the most overdefined possible system of equation if programs like Gröbner basis algorithm or XL are used to solve the system. But in this paper we use SAT solver algorithms for which working on very overdefined systems is not the best strategy. That is why we do not add these additional equations in our systems.
We give here the results of our computations on these systems of equations for different size of LFSR state n and three different Hamming weight hw for the feedback polynomial of the LFSR: 
Guessing Information
This method can be generalized. In Section 4, we have chosen to guess the position of one even "1" in the internal sequence out of q = 2. Now we can choose to guess the position of one 1 out of q bits, with q ≥ 2. This is again equivalent to guessing the length of the "blocks" made of the consecutive bits of the internal sequence containing q pairs of bits beginning by "1" and the other pairs beginning by "0" until the next even "1".
Each such block correspond to q keystream bits. The average entropy per keystream bit to guess the length of consecutive blocks is then:
For example, when q = 3, H(q) = 1.0385. As explained in Section 2.2, the total amount of information we obtain per keystream bit is 1 + H(q). If there is no redundancy, it is then necessary to guess the length of the blocks corresponding to n 1+H(q) keystream bits and the average complexity of the guess is 2 
Solving the Polynomial System -Computational Results
As in Section 4.2, we need to completely describe the amount of information we have, by means of polynomial GF(2) equations. This information can still be divided into three parts:
1. The first two bits of the block are know can be described by two linear equations. 2. The fact that the even bits of the subblock made of all the pairs of the block but the first one are all "0" but q − 1 of them is described by : -
degree q polynomials of the form s 2i 0 s 2i 1 · · · s 2i q−1 = 0 where 2k is the length of the block and the s 2i j are even bits of the subblock. This describes the fact that there is at most one "1" among the even bits of the subblock. The information on one block of length 2k is completely defined by the equations given above. But there are some other equations describing the information we know about the block making the system of equations overdefined. These equations are described in appendix B.
If Gröbner bases are used, it is well known that the smaller the degree is, the faster the attack is also. With SAT solvers, even if this correlation is not so clear, our computations showed that the complexity gets smaller when the degree of polynomials gets smaller. This description with smaller degree equations for the small blocks then tends to show that the shorter the blocks are, the faster the complexity of solving the system is. We will exploit this at Section 6.
We have written the systems of equations for q = 3 and q = 4 for values of n ranging from 128 to 512. We fixed the value of the Hamming weight of the feedback polynomial to 5 as greater values seem to lead to much slower attacks. We then applied our SAT solver algorithm on these systems. We give the results of the computations in table 3. Table 3 . MiniSAT computations on quadratic systems of equations for q=3 and q=4 n = 128 n = 256 n = 512 q = 3 2.28s 80s 2716s q = 4 14s 1728s > 24h
Improvement of the General Attack
In the previous Sections, we have seen that the basic attack of [9] can be extended in two directions. The first one (first proposed by Mihaljević in [12] ) looks for a tradeoff between time complexity and required keystream length. The second one, especially studied in this paper, looks for a tradeoff between the cost of guessing information and the cost of exploiting this information. The best attack consists then in choosing the best tradeoff in both directions at the same time.
In [11] , Zhang et al. proposed an attack that is already a tradeoff between a similar attack as the one described in Section 3.2 and the best time complexity attack proposed in [12] , when the length of keystream is maximal. They guess all the even bits of a sequence of the internal bitstream of length l, assuming that the rate of "1" in these even bits is at least α (with a fixed α > 1 2 ). They choose the value l, depending on α, in order to have enough information to recover the key by a Gaussian elimination once they have guessed all the even bits of the sequence. In order to find such a sequence, they go through the keystream. The time and data complexity completely depend on α. For instance, the obtained time complexity is O(n 3 2 n 1+α ). In Section 5, we denoted by q the number of even "1" in a block, and considered guessing the position of one even "1" out of q in the internal sequence. In this model, Zhang et al. attack corresponds to q = 1. Our aim in this Section is to find the best tradeoff for q > 1.
In order to achieve this, we choose to limit the length of the blocks to a value k = 2k, where k ≥ q. The probability for a block to have length 2k is (
q−1 is the number of possibilities for the even bits, assuming the first even bit is "1" and there are q − 1 other "1"s among the even bits of the block. Thus the probability for a block to have length at most 2k is:
If the number of blocks for which we guess the position is l, then the probability for all the blocks to have length at most 2k is (p q,k ) l .
To compute this value l, we need to know the amount of information we have obtained when all the lengths of the blocks are fixed. The entropy leakage provided by the keystream gives q bits of information per block. Then if we call h the amount of information we guess for one block, the total amount of information we then know is h + q.
Let us compute h q,k , that is h for a block of length 2k. This information only concerns the even bits of the block. The number of possibilities for the even bits is k−1 q−1 , i.e. the number of manners to distribute the q − 1 even 1s among the k − 1 even bits of the subblock made of all the pairs of the block but the first one. This leads to an entropy of log( k−1 q−1 ). This quantity is the information we still need to guess to have the full knowledge about the even bits of the block, that is k bits of information. Thus the amount we already know is
Then for each q we need to find h q,min , i.e. the minimum of h q,k over all k. We found that for q = 2, the minimum of the function holds when k = 2, for q = 3 when k = 4 and for q = 4 when k = 6. We give the values of these minima in table 4. The minimal information we know about one block is h q,min + q. We need an information of n bits to recover the key. We still suppose that there is no redundancy in this information.
We now can compute the number of blocks l for which we guess the positions, as we know that l(h q,min + q) = n and we obtain l = n h q,min +q . Our attack is described in algorithm 6.1.
Algorithm 6.1 Our attack
INPUT : q,k, and a sequence of keystream of length N OUTPUT: values of the n key bits PROCESSING: compute l depending on q and k For all the k l possibilities for the length of the l blocks:
Write the system of equations of degree q corresponding to the keystream indexed from z j Solve the system of equations by running MiniSAT on it.
Run the SSG forward on the candidate(s) key(s).
If the candidate key is the right one, output it and break the loop.
Now let us compute the amount of keystream necessary for this attack. We have computed the probability of all the l blocks to have length at most 2k, that is (p q,k ) l . Thus the keystream length N should satisfy (N −kl)·(p q,k ) l ≥ 1 if we want to find at least one match pair between the real internal sequence and our guess. Then we must have:
At each step we try (k − q + 1) l possibilities for the length of the blocks. As the worst case for this attack is a number of steps N , the worst case complexity is:
where h stands for h q,min . This complexity is true if the information obtained is not redundant. We made simulations by choosing a number of blocks of exactly 1 (p q,k ) l and we always obtained the right key. If the key space given by the SAT solver is larger, we just perform an exhaustive search at small scale. Now we give the results of our computations. The details of the computations are in appendix C. In this Section, instead of choosing random keys for our simulations, we chose keys such that the blocks in the initial state of the LFSR have length at most k. To achieve this, when generating randomly each block inside the initial state, we test (once it has reached length k) whether the number of "1"s among the even bits is at least q. If not, we start again from the beginning of the block. When the number of "1"s is as expected, we do it for the following block, etc. To simulate more realistically the attack, we should have done this for the whole internal bitstream sequence for which we guess the blocks' lengths. To simplify our computations, we only did it for the initial state. Of course the running time would be shorter in the real case as, as we can see it in table 10 and 11 (appendix C), the shorter the blocks are, the faster MiniSAT is for these system of equations.
In table 5 and table 6 , we give the total complexities of our attacks, for different block lengths. The Hamming weight of the feedback polynomials are 5 for both LFSR state length 256 and 512. The memory requirements during the MiniSAT computations are never more than 100Mb for this systems.
Finally Table 7 provides a performance comparison between Zhang et al. attack and our new method, for various sizes of n and of the amount of available keystream. For our attack, the results are bounded by our computational power and would have probably been better if we could have performed all the computations for q = 4 and n = 512. Anyway the obtained (heuristical) complexities show that our attack gives the best time/memory/data tradeoff against the self-shrinking generator.
Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed an algebraic guess-and-determine attack on the self-shrinking generator. This new attack is very flexible concerning keystream requirement. As we use SAT solvers to solve our algebraic systems, it is not possible to compute a precise time complexity for our attack. However when the Hamming weight of the feedback polynomial defining the LFSR is small (i.e. at most 5), this attack is the best heuristical time/memory/data tradeoff known so far on the self-shrinking generator.
A further interesting research would be to mix the properties of Gröbner bases algorithm to those of SAT solvers to attack instances with higher Hamming weight for the SSG feedback polynomial. Table 5 . Total complexity and data complexity for n = 256 Table 6 . Total time complexity and data complexity for n = 512 
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Once the first k − 1 internal sequence pairs are fixed, let r be the number of 1s among the first bits of the k − 1 pairs. Let us call y the keystream sequence where the first r bits of y have been removed. Then the pair Z k can be seen as the first pair of the internal sequence where C(Z k ) is prefix for y . Thus:
We have obtained
.
B Additional equations
When we guess the position of one "1" out of q in the internal sequence, we have the following additional equations describing the information we know about one block:
-One equation of degree q − 2: Some other equations of degree less than q appear when the block have a short size (such as 2q, 2q + 2, 2q + 4, ...):
-When the size of the block is 2q, the information concerning this block can be described by linear equations, since we know all the values of the bits of the block. -When the size of the block is 2q + 2, the information can be described by quadratic equations coming from the fact that if s 2j 1 , s 2j 2 are even bits of the subblock, where e is the corresponding keystream bit. -When the size of the block is 2q + 4, the information can be described the same way by cubic equations, etc
C Simulations Details
In tables 8 and 9, we give the complexity of the guess and the data complexity for our attack when the size of the LFSR is 256 or 512. In tables 10 and 11, we give the time complexity of the MiniSAT solving part of the attack. We first give the running time in seconds, and then we give an estimation of the complexity of the form 2 a for each case to be able to compare our attack with the Zhang and Feng attack of [11] . This means that 2 a E is the running time of the solving, where En 3 would be the running time of the Gaussian elimination in the Zhang and Feng attack on the same machine.
We measured E ≈ 2 −40 hours. With this convention, a running time of one hour corresponds to a complexity of 2 40 . Table 9 . Complexity of the guess and data complexity for n = 512 
